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The Context (1)

>The impact of human activities is causing increasing
societal concern.

> Governments must assess benefits, risks and costs of
alternatives ... and apply equity in risk assessment and
management among different industries.

>The societal value attached to risks has become a major
factor in decision-making

>There cannot be effective policy implementation
without societal understanding and support ("good
governance").
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The Context (2)

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

IS A TYPICAL AREA WHERE A CONFIDENT

AND EFFICIENT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

DECISION MAKERS AND CIVIL SOCIETY

IS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE PROGRESS.

RWM Stakeholder Confidence

* RWM (Radioactive Waste Management) is a growing subject of social and
political concern, beyond the scientific and technical community
affecting the further use of nuclear power

What to do°

* Seek to achieve societal confidence in the ethical, economic, political and
technical aspects of a RWM strategy

* Apply to RWM decision-making methods of participatory democracy
(i e strengthen public participation, transparency and accountability, policy
effectiveness)

• Put RWM in perspective with the management of other industrial waste

• Learn from successful decision-making approaches from other hazardous
waste management activities

NEA's International Forum
o n stakeholder Confidence (FSC)

> Objectives
• Facilitate the sharing of experience in addressing the societal

dimension of RWM

• Explore conditions for an effective dialogue and interaction
with the public, leading to a balanced decision making

• Consider ways of strengthening confidence in such decision
making

> Fust meeting August 2000 - Stocktaking Workshop

> Participants Technical and social science specialists,
universities, national academies, technical oversight bodies,
safety authorities, implementing agencies, advisory bodies to
governments

Four Initial Areas of Investigation

A. THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT OF WASTE
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMES

B. TRUST AND THE INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

C. STAKEHOLDERS AND THE PUBLIC WHO ARE
THEY17

D. ITS THERE A NEW DYNAMICS OF DIALOGUE AND
DECISION MAKING?
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A A The Changing Environment for RWM Programmes

> The world at large is changing.

> Communication is a common denominator to
most issues facing today's society.

> How should stakeholders be involved?

> Some social components of repository site
selection and operation.
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B Trust and the Institutional Framework

>Consultation and citizen participation schemes

>To avoid frustration, define clear "rules of the game"

>Trust/Mistrust

> Sharing oversight and responsibility

> Trust in a waste management Institution.

Two broad aspects'

— organisation,

— behaviour.

C Stakeholders and the Public Who are they?

> Stakeholder:
Somebody with a role to play in the process.

> Collaborative learning.

> Search for equity and legitimacy.

> Interaction among shareholder groups.

D New Dynamics of Dialogue and Decision-Making''

> From the "Decide, Announce, Defend" model to the

"Engage, Interact, Co-operate" model

">• The positive contribution of stakeholder involvement

• Political

• Knowledge.

• Ethical

'*• Implementing a new dynamics

CONCLUSIONS: Where do we go from here?

The RWM community must now learn the lessons and borrow
from the good and bad experiences of government and industry
in the area of good governance

Key ingredients include not only good science and technology,
but also an early association of stakeholders with the waste
management development process, so as to care for social
values and generate confidence in the public, notably at the
local level

The new NEA Forum will now organise its future work around
this concept, collecting and sharing the experience among its
members, and working together in an on-going multi-year
programme
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